Slider theme ideas for iFISH

The themes portrayed by the sliders are the link betweens a person's personal preferences or tastes, and the items they are exploring. So each individual slider needs to be relevant in some way to every item. And the set of sliders needs to cover most (or many) of the typical thoughts a person might have when thinking about exploring the items. Hopefully, among all the items to be explored, there are some that lie across the whole range of each slider.

A useful way to discover suitable slider themes is to ask people "what questions do you ask when you are looking for …?".

Here are some sliders we have used or considered in the past:

Miscellaneous sliders
Soggy <===> Hard
Alone <===> With others
Social <===>  Solitary
Scary <===> Calm
Technical <===> Social
Exciting <===> Calming
Native <===> Exotic
Hands on <===> Brains on
Watch it <===> Do it

Exploring researchers
Social <===> Technical
Lab <===> Field
Theoretical <===> Applied
Quantitative <===> Qualitative

Exploring museum exhibits
Australian <===> International
Contemplative <===> Interactive
Serious <===> Fun
Natural <===> Constructed
Ancient <===>  Modern

Exploring university subjects
Quantitative <===> Qualitative
Practical <===> Theoretical
Investigative <===> Directed
Working alone <===> Working with others
Oral communication <===> Written communication
Focus on exams <===> Focus on assignments

Learning resources
Year 7 <===> University
Text <===> Imagery
General numeracy <===> Highly mathematical
Single modality <===> Multiple modalities

Exploring research projects
Organisations <===> Domestic
Social Issues <===> Technical issues
Learning <===> Doing
Creative <===> Practical

Exploring Books
Fantasy <===> Reality
Gentle <===> Action
More images <===> More text
Easy to read <===> Challenging

Exploring Restaurants
Very spicy <===> Not spicy
Loud/raucous <===> Quiet/intimate
Casual <===> Formal
Anew arrival <===> Established
Innovative cuisine <===> Traditional cuisine

Exploring interests
Solitary <===> Social
Creative <===> Practical
Indoors <===> Outdoors
Technological <===> Natural
Serious <===> Fun





